
Term of Use 

Using OCHA Contributions Tracking Page “OCT” 

The OCHA Contributions Tracking Page “OCT” provide snapshot of information related to donor 
funding to OCHA program, CBPFs and CERF, this data is published under “Open data 
Commons Attribution License”. Site visitors may copy, download or print content for personal 
use, and may include OCT data in documents, presentations. 

Disclaimers 

The designations employed and the presentation of material on this site do not imply the 
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations 
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area. 

OCT does not claim ownership of content published or made available by third parties 
("contributed content") on this website and its services. OCT provides funding information as 
submitted by a multitude of organizations and donors. Due to the nature of dependency that OCT 
get data from other sources CERF and CBPFs databases, there may be delays in the 
information presented on the page. OCT does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy of 
information presented and can take no responsibility for the use of any content contained in or 
linked from the website. 

OCT makes every effort to ensure, but does not guarantee, the accuracy and completeness of 
the information provided. Our goal is to keep this information timely and accurate. However OCT 
is not a financial accounting system neither an active research service; it is a informative page 
depends on donors to convey funding information to it. OCT may add, change, improve, or 
update the information of the website without notice.  

OCT reserves its exclusive right in its sole discretion to alter, limit or discontinue any part of this 
site. Under no circumstances shall OCT be liable for any loss, damage, liability or expense 
suffered which is claimed to result from use of this site, including without limitation, any fault, 
error, omission, interruption or delay. 

Use of this site is at the user's sole risk. Information contained in the OCT website does not imply 
the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the United Nations or the Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) concerning the legal status of any country or of its 
authorities. The mention of specific companies or certain products does not imply that they are 
endorsed or recommended by OCHA or the UN in preference to others of a similar nature that 
are not mentioned. We make every effort to minimize disruption caused by technical errors. 
However some data or information on the OCT website may have been created or structured in 
files or formats which are not error-free and we cannot guarantee that our service will not be 
interrupted or otherwise affected by such problems. OCT accepts no responsibility with regards 
to such problems (failure of performance, computer virus, communication line failure, alteration of 
content, etc.) incurred as a result of using the OCT website or any link to external sites. 

If the OCT website contains message or communication facilities, the 
user shall not do any of the following: 

 defame, abuse, harass, threaten or otherwise violate the legal rights of others 

 publish, post, distribute or disseminate any defamatory, infringing, obscene, indecent or 
unlawful material 

 upload or attach files that contain software or other material protected by intellectual 
property laws unless the user owns or controls the rights thereto or have received all 
necessary consents 



 upload or attach files that contain viruses, corrupted files, or any other similar software or 
programs that may damage the operation of another's computer 

 upload, email, transmit or otherwise make available unsolicited advertising of any goods 
or services, or conduct or forward surveys, contests, "spam" or chain letters, etc. 

The user specifically acknowledges and agrees that OCT is not liable for any conduct of any 
other user, including, but not limited to, the types of conduct listed above. 

Hyperlinks to non-OCHA Internet sites do not imply any official endorsement of, or responsibility 
for. the opinions, ideas, data or products presented at these locations or guarantee the validity of 
the information provided. The sole purpose of links to other sites is to indicate further information 
available on related topics. 

Preservation of immunities 

Nothing herein shall constitute or be considered to be a limitation upon or a waiver of the 
privileges and immunities of the United Nations, which are specifically reserved. 

 

 


